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ABSTRACT
The advent of High-Performance Computing has led to the adop-
tion of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in safety-critical
applications such as autonomous vehicles. However, CNNs are
vulnerable to DRAM errors corrupting their parameters, thereby
degrading their accuracy. Existing techniques for protecting CNNs
from DRAM errors are either expensive or fail to protect from large-
granularity, multi-bit errors, which occur commonly in DRAMs.

We propose a software-implemented coding scheme, Structural
Coding (SC) for protecting CNNs from large-granularity memory
errors. SC achieves three orders of magnitude reduction in Silent
Data Corruption (SDC) rates of CNNs compared to no protection.
Its average error correction coverage is also significantly higher
than other software techniques to protect CNNs from faults in the
memory. Further, its average performance, memory, and energy
overheads are respectively 3%, 15.71%, and 4.38%. These overheads
are much lower than other software protection techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→ Embedded systems; Pro-
cessors and memory architectures; •Hardware→ Error detection
and error correction; System-level fault tolerance; •Comput-
ing methodologies → Neural networks.
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Figure 1: Existing software correction techniques with their
performance overhead on the Y-axis and their correction
coverage of multi-bit errors on the X-axis. We aim to design
a software correction technique with low performance over-
head and high multi-bit error correction capability.

1 INTRODUCTION
Among Machine Learning (ML) workloads in High-Performance
Computing (HPC) [84], a wide range of safety-critical systems,
such as Autonomous Vehicles (AVs), relies on the combination of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Dynamic Random
Access Memories (DRAMs)[4, 7]. However, DRAMs are susceptible
to soft errors, leading to failures. Studies reveal that DRAMmodules
alone have a raw Failure In Time (FIT) rate [5, 58] significantly
exceeding the recommended FIT rate of 10 (for the entire chip) by
AV safety standards such as ISO 26262 [6]. For example, at the scale
of a million operating AVs with a DRAM FIT rate of 50, the mean
time to failure will be less than a day. These soft errors encompass
both single-bit and multi-bit faults, with comparable occurrence
frequencies and spanning multiple words [15, 58, 101, 102]. We call
multi-bit faults spanning multiple words as large-granularity faults.
This paper targets soft errors that result in large-granularity faults.

Traditionally, hardware-based Error Correction Coding (ECC)
has been used to mitigate DRAM faults. However, the widely used
ECC, known as SEC-DED (Single Error Correction, Double Error
Detection), can only correct single-bit faults. Only variations of
Chipkill [27] can correct both single-bit and multi-bit faults. Unfor-
tunately, Chipkill is twice as expensive as SEC-DED[77], can lead to
up to 4× higher memory bandwidth overheads [107], and imposes
a significant energy burden [20, 49, 50]. Given the significance of
metrics like cost, performance, and energy consumption, especially
in domains like AV design [4, 111], Chipkill becomes undesirable.
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In response, researchers have introduced software-based ECC
approaches to mitigate DRAM faults. Fig. 1 shows a representa-
tive set of these techniques. Unfortunately, these proposals either
neglect to address large-granularity faults [23, 43, 60, 69], or they
incur substantial performance [11] or latency [86] overheads (as
shown in Section 7). We aim to develop a software-based technique
that corrects multi-bit faults in DRAM, including large-granularity
faults. However, there are two challenges:
(1) As real-time applications use CNNs [92], the performance over-

head of our technique must be low. Minimizing performance
overheads is especially challenging when protecting the large
body of CNN parameters stored in DRAM [97].

(2) The memory footprint and bandwidth overhead of our tech-
nique must be low, as they increase energy consumption and
performance overhead. Keeping these overheads low is challeng-
ing for heterogeneous errors, ranging from those that spread
across memory to localized clusters.
To address the above challenges, we leverage the property that

the CNN parameter values are distributed around zero [61]. We
propose a single floating-point summation as a checksum that pro-
vides effective and efficient detection (Section 5.2.7). The efficiency
of the detection mitigates the performance overhead of the com-
mon case of having no faults. We design a coding scheme based on
real-number codes [12] as they provide a flexible strategy with a
trade-off between overhead and capability. Moreover, they have an
adjustable symbol size, allowing for efficiently correcting bursts of
multi-bit faults. We call our coding scheme Structural Coding (SC),
as it is based on the structure of the CNN.

To the best of our knowledge, SC is the first technique to provide
strong error correction for CNN parameters against large-granularity
multi-bit faults in DRAMs (a) without requiring any hardware sup-
port and (b) while incurring low performance and memory overheads.
Additionally, existing CNN applications can use Structural Coding
requiring neither significant developer effort, nor network retrain-
ing, thus making it practical.

We make four key contributions in this paper:
(1) We model a broad set of real-world memory failure modes, from

small-granularity errors (bit-flips) to large-granularity errors
(e.g., row failures), to study the effect of memory faults on ML
applications. We consider a conservative, extrapolated bit-error
rate in future DRAMs based on publicly reported memory error
trends (Section 3).

(2) We propose a novel error correction technique, Structural Cod-
ing (SC), for CNNs that recovers from multi-bit memory errors
(Section 4). We optimize our technique to keep the performance
overhead low and the memory overhead sub-linear with the
size of the CNN while providing robust protection (comparable
to high-overhead techniques such as keeping three copies in
the same memory device) (Section 4.4).

(3) We implement SC as an automated tool for CNNs developed
with PyTorch [83], enabling seamless adoption of SC without
requiring developer effort or retraining (released publicly1).

(4) We evaluate SC on a system with Intel(R) Core𝑇𝑀 i7 CPU. We
measure SC’s error-correction coverage, performance overhead,
memory overhead, and energy overhead. We compare these

1https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding

metrics to four state-of-the-art software-based error correction
techniques on six CNN classifiers and hardware-based Chipkill.

From our experiments, we find that SC achieves up to 1000× lower
Silent Data Corruption (SDC) rates of CNNs under a wide variety
of fault models compared to an unprotected network. SC also pro-
vides a higher average coverage than prior techniques. Furthermore,
based on experiments on a machine with Intel(R) Core𝑇𝑀 i7 CPU,
SC’s average memory footprint overhead is 15.71%, and its average
energy consumption overhead is 4.38%. Additionally, the average
performance overhead of SC is only 2.07% in the typical case of hav-
ing no faults. These performance, energy, and memory overheads
are lower than other protection techniques, despite SC providing
higher coverage for additional fault types. Unlike prior techniques,
we find that SC provides high coverage even at high bit-error rates.
Finally, we find that the average energy overhead of SC is about
3.4x lower than commercial hardware Chipkill implementations.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 DRAM-based Memory Systems
Modern main-memory systems are primarily composed of modules
placed on a channel [47, 48]. These modules may contain multiple
ranks ofDRAM chips. EachDRAMchip is internally split into several
banks. These banks are organized into rows and columns. Each
row contains many words, which consist of bits of DRAM cells.
All DRAM chips operate in tandem, and the memory controller
manages the channel.

Figure 2 shows the different components within a DRAM-based
memory system and the types of multi-bit faults that could occur
within a DRAM chip. These faults can occur across bits, words,
rows, columns, and banks.

Figure 2: DRAMmodules and fault modes - these can be Bit,
Word, Row, Column, Bank, and Rank faults.

2.2 Memory Faults in DRAM systems
Memory faults (permanent or transient) harmCNN applications [13,
31, 67]. We consider errors in the CNN’s trained parameters that
remain in the DRAM and are used for multiple inferences, and cause
misclassifications. These faults will continue to affect the accuracy
of inference for ML models until the correct values overwrite these
faulty values. Consider the example of an AV. Under a memory
fault, the system may have a wrong steering angle for an extended
time (until the faulty value is overwritten). Thus memory faults
may cause AVs to drive haphazardly, which can be a safety hazard.

Memory systems encounter both single-bit andmulti-bit faults [29].
While SEC-DED-based ECC memory can correct single-bit faults,
they cannot correct multi-bit faults [14]. The granularity of multi-
bit faults varies – they could be large clusters of faulty bits as
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words, rows, or columns of data. Multi-bit faults are as frequent
as single-bit faults and will likely become even more frequent in
future [96, 101]. Recently, Beigi et al. [15] reported that multi-bit
faults have remained of comparable frequency to single-bit faults
across DRAM generations.

Chipkill [27] is a hardware ECC technique that corrects single-
chip errors and is effective on large-granularity faults [102]. Unfor-
tunately, it incurs high memory bandwidth and high costs.

2.3 Syndrome-based Error Correction
One can use traditional Syndrome-based Error Correcting Codes
(ECC) [73] to mitigate errors in the CNN models. To this end,
Syndrome-based ECCs create symbols using a group of bits. To
protect𝑚 symbols across a total of 𝑛 symbols (also called a code
word), we must choose 𝑘 such that 𝑛 − 𝑘 =𝑚, where 𝑛 represents
the number of symbols.

Anfinson et al. [12] proposed weighted checksums-based correc-
tion aka real-number codes. In this technique, similar to traditional
Syndrome-Based ECC, 𝑘 weighted sums of the data word (consist-
ing of real numbers) are calculated and stored in the code word.
This coding scheme detects up to 𝑘 errors and corrects up to 𝑘

2 er-
rors. If we know the location of errors in an erasure scenario, then
this scheme allows us to correct up to 𝑘 errors [21]. Unfortunately,
as memory systems can have different granularities of multi-bit
faults, naively applying real number codes to protect against these
faults would incur high overheads. Therefore, we need to tailor
error correction to the structure of CNNs to achieve low overheads.

2.4 Silent Data Corruption for CNN classifiers
This work focuses on CNN classification rather than other tasks.
This approach aligns with prior work [11, 23, 43, 69, 86]. Memory
errors in the parameters of CNNs can cause wrong classifications
without any detectable side effects. These memory errors will typi-
cally not cause the CNN application to crash because the parameters
are part of the program data. We call these misclassifications as
Silent Data Corruptions (SDC), as done by prior work [23, 69]. We
use SDC as a metric because the exact values do not matter in clas-
sifiers; only the correct classifications define the model’s accuracy.

2.5 Real-time needs of Machine Learning
Because Machine Learning (ML) is actively used in real-time appli-
cations [35, 66, 95, 100], it is essential to protect the memory against
errors in real-time. A trivial protection strategy of reloading pa-
rameters is not viable. This is because it can violate the real-time
constraints of the application. For example, assume the constraint
to be that the reaction time of an AV system to take an emergency
brake should be within 300 ms – comparable to humans [92]. We
use the modelling approach for the fastest reaction, as suggested by
Rydzewski et al. [92], to measure the impact of reloading parame-
ters on the reaction time. Fig. 3 shows the reaction time for different
protection strategies. For Reload, we use the time that it takes to
reload CNN parameters from a Solid State Drive (SSD) storage used
in a real-world AV setup [4] shown in Table 1, averaged among
the vision models. For the three techniques, RADAR, MLIR and
SC, we use the average performance overhead that we obtained in
Section 5. As can be seen, reloading the parameters or using the
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Figure 3: The reaction time to brake or steer for each tech-
nique (i.e., SC, Reloading, RADAR, and MLIR). The blocks
show the time taken for an AV’s operation or the over-
head of the protection strategies. We highlight Object Detec-
tion/classification as the only operations affected by protec-
tion. The task durations are taken from Rydeski et al. [92].

RADAR or MLIR will increase the reaction time to above 300 ms
and violate the constraint in this example.

Table 1: Dominance of weights in the MLmodel parameters,
significance of parameters inResident Set Size (RSS), latency
of reloading them from SSDs, and kernel size range.

Params (%)a RSS size (MB)a SSD Reload Kernel Size
Model Weights Other Params Activations Latency (ms)a Range (KB)a
alexnet 99.98 0.02 245.31 14.04 122.66 0.35 - 9.0

squeezenet 99.68 0.32 5.64 28.50 2.82 0.02 - 0.56
mobilenet 99.33 0.67 11.57 15.56 5.79 0.01 - 1.0
googlenet 99.85 0.15 140.57 8.68 70.29 0.06 - 2.0
resnet50 99.79 0.21 103.65 57.22 51.83 0.06 - 4.5
shufflenet 99.35 0.65 6.79 12.92 3.40 0.01 - 1.0
mozafari 99.89 0.11 568.53 11.69 284.27 0.43 - 29.25
xvectors 99.69 0.31 33.75 13.17 16.88 0.12 - 2.93

aRounded to 2 decimal places.

3 FAULT MODELLING
Fault Injection (FI): We use software-based FI to inject multi-bit
faults into CNN applications. We use data from field studies [14, 34,
62, 79, 102] to inform our injection of multi-bit faults. A very recent
study on DDR4 failures [15] also confirms these trends and finds
that multi-bit faults are as frequent as single-bit faults in real-world
DRAM systems and that they can span multiple words of DRAM.

We study the effect of errors onlywhen they aremanifested in the
model parameters as opposed to activation inputs, or instructions,
similar to what prior work [25, 69, 81] has done. We focus on CNN
parameters due to three reasons:

(1) Parameters repeatedly work on multiple activation inputs.
Thus, even transient faults in them can have long-term ef-
fects [59], and the contribution of model parameters to relia-
bility dominates that of activation inputs.

(2) Parameters occupy a considerable amount of memory (e.g.,
5.64 MB to 568.53 MB according to Table 1) which is much
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larger than the instructions for a CNN model that typically
include only several nested loops and can fit within few
Kilobytes. Therefore, the contribution of model parameters
to the overhead dominates that of instructions. Further, one
can protect instructions by expensive techniques, such as
Triple Data Redundancy (TDR), without prohibitive costs.

(3) Our technique is orthogonal to the protection methods for
protecting other parts of the application memory.

Impact of Address Mapping To determine the distribution of
multi-bit errors, we assume a random logical to physical page map-
ping [85]. Similarly, when deciding the number of corrupted bits
within a memory word, we consider a random number of bits being
corrupted. We assume bank interleaved mapping of pages. Address
mappings tend to remain fixed. Specific address mappings of the
memory controller are typically found in the official documenta-
tion or via reverse engineering [85, 114]. Further, we assume the
memory organization is based on a commodity DRAM [1].

We evaluate our technique in the presence of three different
multi-bit real-world failure modes [102] as follows:

• word failures: Flipped bits arewithin two consecutive bytes,
• column failures: word failure appears at the same 4KB
random word index, on an average of 3% of 4KB pages,

• row failures: word errors with probability 30% occur in two
randomly picked 4KB pages.

We use the numbers from Sridharan et al. [102] as detailed field
studies of DRAMerrors are sparse. However, ourmodel is supported
by a very recent field study [15].

Figure 4: Row fault model, from DRAM to logical pages.
Grey colours in logical pages are kernels of a convolutional
layer.White borders surround logical pages. Errors in black.

For example, consider the row fault model in Fig. 4. Assuming
that there are many erroneous words in a single row and there is
only one rank in the DRAM module, these errors manifest in only
two random pages of the model parameters, affecting two kernels.

Though our primary fault model is large-granularity memory
faults, we also consider Raw Bit Error Rate (BER) to analyze the
sensitivity of our technique to high bit error rates in harsh condi-
tions. We evaluate at BERs observed at high temperatures reported
in Matthew et al. [71], which can be as high as 10−5. Similar to
high temperatures, aging can increase BER by 50% [16, 33]. This
fault model is also in line with prior work [86, 89, 109] and allows
for a fair comparison. The BER fault model also captures larger
granularity multi-bank and multi-rank faults [102], as prior work
has shown that errors spread across a memory bank with a BER of
10−6. Table 2 shows a summary of the fault models used.

Table 2: Fault models used and their justifications

Model Description Justification
Word each bit of 2

consecutive
bytes are
corrupted with
50% probability

Assuming an x16 DRAM (Fig. 3). The number of cor-
rupted bits has a sophisticated distribution across
failure modes [102]. For simplicity, we corrupt each
bit randomly with a 50% probability.

Column ∼3% of 4KB
pages have
same word
corrupted

Sridharan et al. [102] found up to 6% of rows got
affected. Assuming 8KB logical banks (Fig. 3) and
random logical to physical page mapping, each log-
ical page is corrupted with probability 3%.

Row ∼30% of two
4KB pages cor-
rupted

Sridharan et al. [102] found up to 30% of columns
got affected. Assuming 8KB logical banks (Fig. 3)
and random logical to physical page mapping, with
probability 30%, words of two logical pages get
corrupted.

BER Flip bits with
uniform proba-
bility.

To test sensitivity of techniques to harsh condi-
tions [71], aging [16, 33], multi-bank errors [102].

4 STRUCTURAL CODING (SC)
4.1 Challenges
Our goal is to design a technique for (1) protecting all the parame-
ters, (2) catering to multi-bit memory errors, (3) and incurring low
overheads. However, there are three challenges.

1) Keeping the memory overhead low while protecting all the
parameters. We develop a coding technique to provide strong (with
high probability) correction with low redundancy.

2) Recovering large clusters of affected bits, as traditional code
words are affected by more than correction capability errors. We
carefully select the granularity of CNN kernels for symbols, close
to a logical page, to recover from both column and row failures.

3) Performance overhead due to our technique using one de-
tection checksum per each symbol. Tolerating this overhead in
fault-free execution is challenging. To decrease the overhead of
our technique during fault-free execution, we separate the error
detection and correction. We then remove from the execution part,
the calculations that are only required during correction. That said,
the correction is faster than reloading the value from secondary
storage after every inference.

4.2 Overview of SC
We assume that for the naturally occurring errors, based on the
data in Sridharan et al. [102], the portion of affected rows stays
(with high probability) within bounds such as 6%. Depending on
how the memory controller maps addresses, each row might affect
two to eight (or even more if there are more channels and ranks)
physical pages. Even so, there are upper bounds on the number of
affected logical pages – we call this value 𝑙 (Fig. 4 shows an example
of row faults).

Each logical page contains a limited number of CNN kernels
and fully connected layer matrix columns - we call these parameter
groups (=symbols). For example, logical pages in AlexNet contain at
most three parameter groups. Thus, we design the error correction
to recover from errors in a certain number of parameter groups,
each spanning one or a few pages (Addressing Challenge 2).

We propose a syndrome-based error correction similar to Reed
Solomon (RS) codes. However, unlike normal RS coding [73], we
use arithmetic multiplication and addition as in real-number codes

4
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[22]. This allows us to recover the values at the software level,
independent of the underlying representation of the real numbers
(e.g., float64 and float32.)

4.3 Syndrome-based Error Correction
Similar to Anfinson et al. [12], we extend the RS coding scheme, but
to parameter groups instead of single real numbers. To that end, as
Fig. 5 shows, we add 𝑘 redundant linear combinations of parameter
groups. Given the location of faulty groups, we solve a system of
linear equations to recover the original groups (see Fig. 5).

Note that the number of additional symbols is not as many as the
number of protected symbols, but rather as many as the number of
faulty symbols that we want to tolerate which is often much smaller
than the number of protected symbols. Therefore, the memory
footprint overhead of the proposed technique is sub-linear with regard
to the size of parameters.

Figure 5: SC in the presence of faults, in a single kernel. Here
𝑛 = 4 and 𝑘 = 2. 𝑛 is small for simplicity of the example and
the memory overhead will be lower for larger values of 𝑛.

Wemust select the coefficients used to add the redundant groups
in such a way that any correct subset of them would result in a
system of linear equations with a single solution. There are a va-
riety of ways to do so[18, 19, 21, 22], however, selecting random
coefficients is often sufficient [22]. Therefore, we use a generator
matrix with random values at the non-systematic rows. To avoid
decoding during fault-free execution, we first initialize the genera-
tor matrix with the systematic rows. Then we add 𝑘 random rows.
Another advantage of using random redundant rows is that we can
use a pseudo-random generator, leading to both reduced memory
storage and bandwidth overhead (Addressing Challenge 1).

In the case of a single error, localization of the error can be
done efficiently in logarithmic time [98] based on the 𝑘 redundant
symbols. However, for multi-bit errors, the complexity of locating
correct symbols increases exponentially with 𝑘 . In the next section,
we will address this challenge.

4.4 Adding Erasure Codes
To overcome the complexity of locating faulty parameter groups
discussed in the prior section, we apply group-level checksums, by
simply adding all the parameters in a group together (See Fig. 5 un-
der calculated checksums and stored checksums). These checksums
form an erasure code that detects the faults and eases the task of

locating faulty parameter groups. We further simplify the detection
by using a single checksum per CNN layer. These checksums are
very small (less than 1%) compared to parameters and cause negligi-
ble memory bandwidth and storage overhead. Checksums based on
the addition of values have been shown to be effective for detecting
critical faults [81]. Together with the systematic property of our
coding scheme, they obviate the need to do any decoding when no
fault is detected. This is especially important as we need to protect
each inference for real-time detection and recovery. Therefore, we
move the recovery logic off the critical path and perform only the
detection for each layer (Addressing Challenge 3).

Note that integrating the group level checksums, while needing
to read the redundant values from memory, is typically quicker
than reloading the weights (from secondary storage as shown in
Table 1) as an alternative way of recovery.

4.5 Implementation
We have implemented SC as an automated transformation for Py-
Torch CNNs [83]. The user only needs to specify the ’n’ and ’k’
parameters (or choose the default ones provided in Section 5.1).
Everything else is automated. Thus, there is no developer effort or
retraining needed to deploy our technique. Our implementation trans-
forms Pytorch modules to their protected versions with our pro-
tection activated on each forward pass. A challenge was to use ap-
propriate Pytorch tensor operators so as not to cause unnecessary
overhead. However, our coding scheme does not assume anything
specific to PyTorch and can be ported to other frameworks.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Setup
1.Models andData Sets:We choose primarily image classification-
based CNNs for our evaluation. We choose six CNN models for this
task, GoogLeNet[104], ShuffleNet[68], AlexNet[56], SqueezeNet[46],
ResNet50[39], and MobileNetV3[44]. For the FI experiments, we
choose a random subset of 128 images out of more than 50, 000
validation images in ImageNet [28]. We had to limit the number of
images to balance representativeness with time as FI experiments
take a long time, and we performed ∼ 18 million FI experiments.
Our images are diverse as they are from distinct object classes.

We also consider audio classification and text classification CNNs
for evaluating SC’s generality beyond image classification. For text
classification, we use the dataset [26] and model from Mozafari
et al. [74] that includes a transformer. For audio classification, we
use X-Vectors [99] model for classifying Google Speech Commands
[112] dataset.
2. Metrics and Research Questions: We use the following met-
rics for our experiments:
• Silent Data Corruption (SDC) Rate: For classification models, the
SDC rate is the fraction of correct inferences turned into misclas-
sifications by the CNN under a fault occurrence. For example, an
SDC rate of 50% means that an accuracy of 80% in the fault-free
case drops down to 40% due to the fault. For a model without
protection (protection None), it shows how likely an error is to
change the CNN classification outcome.

• Coverage: We define this as (1 - SDC rate). The higher the SDC
rate, the lower the coverage (of the technique).

5
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• Normalized MSE: Normalized Mean Squared Error (MSE) is the
MSE of a regression model under a fault divided by the MSE of
the fault-free pre-trained model. This ranges between 1 and +∞
with 1 indicating the best protection.

• Performance overhead: Percentage increase in the average time
of inference of the CNN protected with a technique.

• Correction overhead: Percentage increase in Floating Point Op-
erations (FLOPs) as a hardware-independent measure for evalu-
ating a technique’s algorithmic optimizations.

• Memory overhead: Percentage change inmemory footprint, band-
width consumption, and latency for a technique.

• Energy overhead: Percentage change in energy consumption of
CPU and DRAM for a technique.

• Undetected Rate: The fraction of faults on correct inferences that
are not detected by a technique.

• Corrected Rate: Fraction of faults on correct inferences that re-
main correctly classified by a technique’s protection.

• Miscorrected Rate: Fraction of faults turned into misclassifica-
tions after being detected and corrected by a technique

We answer the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What is SC’s performance and memory overhead?
RQ2: What is the correction overhead of SC?
RQ3: What is SC’s memory bandwidth and latency overhead?
RQ4: What is the coverage of SC in the presence of multi-bit mem-
ory errors compared to other techniques?
RQ5: How does the coverage of SC vary as Bit Error Rate (BER)
increases compared to other techniques?
RQ6: How effective is SC for other data formats?
RQ7: How effectively does SC detect errors?
RQ8: What is the energy consumption overhead with SC?
3. Baselines: We compare the effectiveness of our technique to
prior work that provides recovery for memory faults.

• MILR [86], which detects parameter errors using layer input and
output checkpoints and recovers parameters by applying the
inverse of the layer. We reimplemented MILR from the paper, as
it was not available for PyTorch. To keep the correction overhead
tractable, we keep a batch of partial checkpoints, and only correct
kernels or columns corresponding to the erroneous outputs de-
tected by the checkpoints. We report the running time overhead
assuming that the detection was run at each inference.

• RADAR [60] as it also performs checksums and provides recovery
by restoring the original values. We extend RADAR to floating
point models. The sign bit and exponent bits are the most signifi-
cant bits for faults [43], therefore, when we calculate the RADAR
checksums, we only use the 8 most significant bits.

• Range restriction approaches: FT-Clip-Act (activation clipping)
[43] and Ranger [23] truncate or reset intermediate layers’ values
if they fall outside a prescribed range, but do not restore the
original values. We implement these for PyTorch.

We do not compare with Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR)
because we assume only a single memory module is available, and
hence we cannot have independent replicas. However, we compared
it with a triple-data-replication (TDR) approach, where three copies
of the data are stored in the same memory module, and voting is
performed on a per-bit basis. We found that while TDR protection

had an SDC rate of nearly 0, it incurred performance overheads of
more than 200%, and hence we did not consider it further.
4. Software andHardware: We use pre-trained model parameters
from TorchVision[70] and SpeechBrain[88] for image and audio
classification. For text classification, we reproduced the trained
model from Mozafari et al [74].

We perform FI and inference using PyTorch [83]. We generate
random error patterns as per our fault model (Section 3) and inject
them into the model parameters during inference (one fault/run).

To measure the performance overhead in FLOPs, we use PAPI to
read performance counters [106]. We use perf [3] to measure the
memory bandwidth and latency following the approach in Helm et
al. [42], and energy consumption following the approach in Khan
et al.[52]. We add the package and DRAM energy consumption for
each technique per inference.

For the run-time and memory overhead measurements, we use
a system running Ubuntu-20 with 32GB DDR3 DRAM and Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-4930K CPU @ 3.40GHz. For the energy overhead mea-
surements, we used another system running Ubuntu-20 with 8GB
DDR3 DRAM and Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU @ 2.40GHz that
supported memory energy consumption measurement. For calcu-
lating the energy overhead of Chipkill, we use Micron’s publicly
available spreadsheet [9] and initiate it with the parameters of the
latter system. We set the read/write utilization according to the
size of activations and weights in Table 1. Then we change the chip
density and width to get a Chipkill setup with 8GB capacity.
5. Execution Time and Memory Measurements: We calculate
the median of 25 bursts of 5 inferences on random input examples
by the model. We use Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test [90] to validate
the statistical significance of the overhead measurement changes
before and after applying a technique. This test does not assume
the normality of measurements. However, it assumes symmetry in
the difference scores for execution time, memory bandwidth and
energy consumption, which is the case for us.
6. FI Experiments: We inject 400 faults per failure mode per model.
These are sufficient for statistical significance in rejecting the null
hypothesis that SC does not reduce the SDC rate more than the
techniques used for comparison. We report 95% confidence intervals
for SDC rates in all experiments. For each fault, we perform inference
for all of the chosen images. If the inferred label of any of the images
deviates from its correct label, we label the inference as an SDC.

When injecting faults, we exclude parameters that are weights
of neither fully connected nor convolution layers of the networks.
The percentage of these parameters with respect to the considered
weights (Table 1) constitute less than 1% of the memory. Hence,
they can be protected using TDR (i.e., keeping three copies of the
data in memory), with low overheads. Table 1 also shows the size of
the memory occupied by the parameters and activations. We find
that model parameters, on average, occupy 58% of the Resident Set
Size (RSS) occupied by the program data, which is quite sizeable.

Note that we did not observe any crashes in our FI experiments,
and hence we do not report crashes. This is because our fault injec-
tions are confined to the model parameters.
7. SC configuration To find the optimal configurations of SC with
regard to memory footprint, we start at 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑛 = 257, and
increase them, until the calculated probability of more than 𝑘 er-
roneous kernels is less than 10%. We used an analytical model for
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(c) Energy Overheads

Figure 6: Execution time overheads, bandwidth overheads,
and energy overheads for each CNN incurred by each tech-
nique. Lower is better. geomean = geometric mean. Error
bars show quartiles. MILR outliers are not used for geomean
as the long running time is due to normalization of grouped
convolution.

this calculation. Based on the optimal values observed across all
layers of all networks, we chose 𝑛 = 288, 𝑘 = 32.

5.2 Results
We organize the results by the RQs.

5.2.1 RQ1 – Performance and Memory Overheads. Fig 6a shows the
detection performance overheads, across the models for SC and the
other techniques. We find that the performance overhead of SC is
2.07% on average, which includes a summation over the parameters.
AlexNet and Mozafari have the highest performance overheads
(15% and 19%) as these have the biggest parameter sizes (Table 1).
One reason for the low overhead is that the kernels of many layers
are small enough to fit on the chip and get reused, and loading them
for the checksum does not hurt performance. However, there are
some cases where the kernels of a layer do not fit on-chip and will
be streamed. In those cases, the overhead percentage is still low
because calculating the checksum is much lighter than performing
the total operations of the layer.

When comparing SC’s overhead with other techniques, the range
restriction [23, 43] techniques have a lower average overhead of
0.53%. However, as we show later, range restriction techniques have

very low error coverage for most memory fault types (RQ4). There-
fore, we exclude these techniques for further overhead comparison.

Fig. 6a shows the overheads of the remaining two techniques,
MILR and RADAR. RADAR incurs very high performance over-
heads, with an average of 72.69%. This is because software imple-
mented RADAR iterates over the parameters as well as the check-
sums, and performs many byte comparisons. Likewise, MILR incurs
an average performance overhead of 42.78%, which is still high.
This is because it duplicates almost every operation by checking
the checkpoints at each layer for real-time detection. SC has neither
of these sources of overhead and therefore, the performance overhead
of SC is much lower than RADAR and MILR.

Table 3 shows the memory footprint and latency overheads,
across the evaluated models for SC and the other techniques. The
memory footprint overhead of SC is less than 27% across models,
and is 15.71% on average. In comparison, the memory footprint
overhead of RADAR is 25% (uniformly), while the memory footprint
overhead of MILR depends on the relative size of layer outputs and
parameters. On average, the additional memory used by our imple-
mentation of MILR is 71.81%. Thus, the average memory footprint
overhead of SC is lower than that of both RADAR and MLIR.

Memory footprint (%) Memory latency (%)
Model SC MILR RADAR SC MILR RADAR
alexnet 12.51 5.26 25 -14.94 -31.63 73.27

squeezenet 18.18 165.32 25 - -6.02 -0.62
mobilenet 18.19 342.95 25 - -16.41 3.81
googlenet 13.48 43.91 25 -0.68 -0.11 -0.66
resnet50 12.63 30.57 25 -0.37 10.39 1.65
shufflenet 26.26 122.47 25 - 2.45 6.86
mozafari 12.5 11.18 25 -19.45 0.66 38.53
xvectors 12.61 32.07 25 - 14.35 24.81
Avga 15.71% 71.81 25 -9.26 -4.39 16.25

aWe did not include the dashes and use geometric mean.
Table 3: Detection and Memory Overhead. The dashes mean
there are no statistically significant changes in the measure-
ments (p value < 0.05). Negative values indicate a reduction
from the baseline.

5.2.2 RQ2 – Error correction overhead. Fig. 7 shows the worst-case
FLOPs overhead of SC with regard to the number of parameter
groups with faults across different models at the middle. On the
right, it shows the FLOPs overhead of MILR for the same number
of faults in the same parameter groups. We compare the correction
overhead only to MILR, which requires compute for correction
(others only set default values). We perform correction only in the
(rare) case of an error, so the overhead is off the normal execution
path. Up to eight erroneous symbols, we find that the overhead
of SC is within 80%. If we exclude the two lightweight models
(MobileNet and ShuffleNet), the overhead is within 6%. We did not
show AlexNet for MILR as it has a correction overhead of about
400% for Alexnet. This is because AlexNet has larger, more complex
kernels to calculate the inverse of convolution. Otherwise, the error
correction overhead of MILR is comparable to SC.
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Figure 7: Worst-case correction overhead of SC (left) in
FLOPs for the different CNNs per number of corrections,
compared to MILR (right).

5.2.3 RQ3 – Memory Bandwidth and Latency. The bandwidth over-
heads are shown in Fig. 6b. The bandwidth overhead of SC is 7.46%
on average. This overhead is dominated by the duplicate reads of
the parameters for the purpose of calculating the checksums. Read-
ing the (very small) detection checksums from the memory incurs
negligible bandwidth overhead. Therefore, the highest overheads
are incurred by the models with the biggest parameters (AlexNet
and Mozafari). Comparing the bandwidth overhead with the other
techniques, MILR and RADAR incur more overhead because of the
additional need to read their checkpoints and checksums respec-
tively. MILR incurs 60.66% and RADAR 29.44% average memory
bandwidth overhead. Thus the memory bandwidth overhead of SC
is lower than that of both MILR and RADAR.

The changes in average memory latency are shown in Table
3. SC leads to low latency across the different models, but the
latencies of MILR and RADAR vary considerably and are neither
homogeneously increased nor decreased. This is because the change
in the memory latency is due to the interplay of many factors
including (1) the number of memory requests and latency of the
network itself, (2) the number of buffers accessed simultaneously
for protection, (3) the relative size of activations and parameters,
and (4) the size of the working set of the network compared to
the size of the cache. SC has low latency as its detection is mostly
sequentially accessing a single memory buffer and bank conflicts
are rare.

5.2.4 RQ4 – Coverage for different Fault Types. Fig. 8 shows the
SDC rate of SC compared with the other techniques, with regard to
different models and under different fault types in our fault model
(Section 3). As mentioned, we inject a single fault in each FI run for
each technique and fault type.

We make two observations. First, as the granularity of errors
grows larger (from word to column and then to row), the SDC rate
increases (as expected). For example, ResNet50 has an SDC of 14%
under word failure, 28% for column failure, and 100% under row
failure. Second, the SDC rate of the model protected with SC is
three orders of magnitude lower than the SDC rate of the unprotected
model. For example, the SDC for AlexNet in word failures is 3.62 ×
10−5 when it is protected with SC, while it is 5.69 × 10−2 with no
protection at all.
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(c)Row failure

Figure 8: SDCs for different fault types (word, column, and
row) for each CNN under different protections. Y-axis is in
log scale. Lower is better.

Moreover, on average, SC’s SDC rate is lower than MILR’s SDC
rate by 236× and lower than RADAR’s SDC rate by 273×. Further, in
all cases except for AlexNet for word and column failures, MILR
and RADAR show higher SDCs than SC This is because RADAR’s
correction is similar to weight pruning [110] and AlexNet tolerates
weight pruning [46]. MILR checkpoints use linear equations to
recover the parameters. As erroneous parameters increase, the
equations cannot determine the original values, as not all layers
are invertible, and hence MILR cannot correct the error.

Finally, the techniques that have low performance and memory
overhead (i.e., Ranger, FT-ClipAct). neither provide protection for
all failure modes, nor for all models, e.g., FT-ClipAct’s SDC rate is
19.37% under row failure for ResNet50.

5.2.5 RQ5 – Coverage under different Bit Error Rates (BER). Fig.
9 shows the SDC rate for different protection techniques under
different BERs for different models. We consider three BER values,
high (10−5), medium (10−6), and low (10−8), to explore the range of
behaviors. At each FI run, we choose a bit to flip with probability
equal to BER, e.g., with 105 bits and BER = 10−4 around 10 bit-flips
is expected on average.

We make two observations from the figure. First, we see that
as the BER increases from 10−8 to 10−5, in all cases the SDC rate
increases (as expected). For example, the SDC for GoogLeNet in-
creases from 5.24% to 61% and then to 100% as the BER increases.
Second, SC provides the lowest SDC rate among all the techniques
across all networks, and at all three BERs. On average, the SDC rate
of SC is two orders of magnitude lower than all the other techniques.

In fact, RADAR in some cases, increases the SDC rate, such as for
MobileNet at BER = 10−8 (SDC = 5.6%) compared to the case of no
protection (SDC = 1.2%). This is because when RADAR encounters
a bit-flip in the most significant bits of a parameter, it will erase
the weight, which is sometimes worse than letting the error go
undetected. For example, if the error leads to a smaller parameter
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Figure 9: SDCs Vs. Bit Error Rate (BER) for each CNN under
different protectionsa. Y-axis is in log scale. Lower is better.
a AlexNet data point is missing for MILR in which our implementation ran

out of resources while running the FI experiments.
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Figure 10: SDC of SC with other data formats. SDC of multi-
bit and Bit Error Rate failure modes for each CNN with and
without protection. Y-axis is in log scale. Lower is better.

value with the same sign, RADAR will likely make the error worse
by erasing that parameter.

In summary, none of the other techniques provides as strong
protection as SC. This is because, at high BER, they perform inac-
curate corrections in many places of the network causing a large
deviation of output values. The inaccuracy of MILR comes from
non-invertible layers, and for the other techniques, it comes from
correcting to default values.

Moreover, SC provides strong protection (SDC<1%) even at the
highest BERs, BER = 10−5, stronger than all of the other techniques
- except for the case of RADAR with SDC 0.3% for AlexNet at BER
= 10−5 where SC’s SDC rate is 0.7%.
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(f) BER = 10−5

Figure 11: Breakdown of injections on the correctly classi-
fied inputs permodel per fault type. Labels for corrected are
not shown (= 100% − 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 −𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑).

5.2.6 RQ6 – Other data formats. In this RQ, we consider data for-
mats other than images. Fig. 10, shows the SDC rate of the audio
classifier (XVectors) and the text classifier (Mozafari) under differ-
ent failure modes and BERs both with and without SC. We find that
the worst SDC rate after protection is for XVectors under the High
BER, which is 700x smaller than the SDC rate with no protection.
Further, SC decreases the SDC rate by 9000× on average. Thus, SC’s
effectiveness also extends to audio and text inference.

5.2.7 RQ7 – Detection. Fig. 11 shows the breakdown of injections
on the correctly classified inputs per model per fault type. All of
the undetected faults were benign, and led to successful classi-
fication. This is because SC’s detection, by using floating point
summation instead of bit-wise operations, is sensitive to the er-
rors in more significant bits and in bigger (more important [115])
weights. The checksum does not grow very large and remains sen-
sitive to changes because the weights are distributed around zero.
SC optimistically corrects the symbols with the most deviating
checksums, leading to miscorrections when there are more than k
erroneous symbols. However, the highest miscorrection percentage
is for AlexNet under the high BER (10−5) fault type occurring in
only 0.699% of the injections. Thus, SC’s detection is effective.

5.3 RQ8 – Energy consumption
Fig 6c shows the energy consumption overheads, across the eval-
uated models for SC and the other techniques. We find that the
average energy overhead of SC is 4.38%. AlexNet and Mozafari
have the highest energy overheads (15% and 12%) as they have the
biggest parameter sizes in memory (Table 1).

When comparing SC’s overhead with other techniques, we ex-
clude range restriction [23, 43] techniques as they have negligible
energy overheads (<2%) and as these techniques have very low error
coverage for most fault types. This leaves only MILR and RADAR,
and they are shown in Fig. 6c. RADAR incurs very high energy
overheads, with an average of 123.77%. MILR also incurs an average
energy overhead of 48.57%, which is still high. This is because the
energy overhead is dominated by the run-time overhead.
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Overheads (%)

Chipkill Channel Storage Energy
Energy

normalized
by storage

x4
Commercial dual-channel [77] 144-bit 12.5 33.71 32.37
Commercial single-channel [77] 72-bit 12.5 11.08 10.41

Virtual ECC [116] 128-bit 9.38 8.65 7.52
Bamboo [53] 72-bit 12.5 11.08 10.41

FrugalECC+Multi [54] 64-bit 7.25 8.65 7.16
FrugalECC+QPC [54] 64-bit 13.5 8.65 8.21

x8
Virtual ECC [116] 144-bit 18.75 15.28 15.87
Virtual ECC [116] 128-bit 18.75 12.38 12.91

FrugalECC+OPC [54] 72-bit 26 2.22 3.32
FrugalECC+Multi [54] 64-bit 13.5 0.76 0.49
Structural Coding any 15.71 4.38 4.38

Table 4: Chipkill ECC energy and storage overheads

When comparing the energy overhead of SC to Chipkill, we use
Micron’s energy spreadsheet[9] (Section 5.1) to extrapolate the en-
ergy consumption for our setup. We compare the energy overheads
normalized to the storage overhead for a fair comparison. Table 4
shows the memory and energy overheads for the well-known Chip-
kill proposals. Most of the Chipkill proposals have a higher energy
consumption than SC, because they activate at least twice the num-
ber of chips as SC. Non-commercial Chipkill proposals have higher
energy consumption than SC; except for FrugalECC+OPC and Fru-
galECC+Multi for x8 DRAM. However, FrugalECC+OPC has higher
storage overhead than SC and both x8 configurations of FrugalECC
require hardware modification unlike SC. Commercial Chipkill’s
energy overhead on average is 10.4% and 32.4% for single-channel
and dual-channel [77] respectively. Therefore, the energy overhead
of SC is lower than those of RADAR, MILR, commercial Chipkill and
most non-commercial Chipkill proposals.

6 DISCUSSION
Use cases: SC can be used in two classes of systems:
(1) Without Hardware ECC: SC can reduce the failure rate of CNNs

by three orders of magnitude. Though many HPC systems have
ECC, hardware ECC is not always available on commodity sys-
tems as the chips, DIMMs, and motherboards may not support
it. For example, 40% of Intel chips do not support ECC [8].

(2) SEC-DED: As we found in Section 5.2.4, SC can correct multi-bit
memory errors that SEC-DED cannot correct.

Furthermore, with hardware ECC one has to pay the cost even if er-
rors are rare, while SC can be turned on/off as it is a software-based
technique. That makes SC usable in a broad set of deployments, in-
dependent of the hardware platform. However, SC protects only the
CNN parameters, while hardware ECC protects the whole memory.
Chipkill: Chipkill requires 18-36 DRAM devices [108]. Typically,
this is ensured by using DRAM modules with 18-36 devices per
channel or across multiple channels [50]. In contrast, a typical
SECDED-based ECC uses traditional modules with 9 DRAM de-
vices [75]. This has two key consequences: (1) As most systems use
64Byte cachelines, we can obtain 64Bytes of data and 8 bytes of ECC
over modules that use only 9 DRAM devices. Thus, such a design

efficiently uses memory bandwidth. However, if we use a module
with 18-36 devices, each memory access is 128 or 256 Bytes of data
and 8 or 16 Bytes of ECC respectively. This increases bandwidth
overheads by 2×-4×, thereby reducing performance, and incurring
power overheads[51]. (2) To reduce these bandwidth overheads,
Chipkill-based systems use x4 devices. While this decreases the data
that can be obtained from each device and tries to better utilize the
bandwidth across a larger number of devices, it is typically preva-
lent in older DDR2-based systems. Modern DDR5-based memory
systems [2], for instance, use x8 and x16 devices only – essentially
increasing the data supplied by each DRAM device, thus making
it even more inefficient to employ traditional Chipkill using these
devices. Furthermore, Chipkill is more expensive than SEC-DED
[77], and the current High Bandwidth Memory (HBM2) standard
makes implementing Chipkill inefficient as every cache line comes
from a single device [37].
Extension to GPUs: We chose CPUs for SC as they are commonly
used for inference, which is our focus. To port SC to GPUs, we need
to ensure a deterministic order of summation for robust detection
(which is easily achievable in PyTorch [83]).
Optimizing correction overhead:While SC has low performance
overheads, its overhead can be further reduced by optimizing its
error correction at the cost of a slight increase in memory. Cor-
recting 𝑘 erroneous symbols among 𝑛 symbols is equivalent to a
matrix inversion and its known complexity is𝑂 (𝑛2 (𝑛−𝑘))[63]. The
Woodbury formula [113], by storing the pre-computed inverse of a
square matrix of size 𝑂 (𝑛2), reduces the complexity of inverting
any of its square sub-matrices of size (𝑛−𝑘)× (𝑛−𝑘) to𝑂 (𝑘3+𝑘𝑛2).
Correcting 𝑘 errors can be formulated as finding the inverse of such
a sub-matrix. This is to the benefit of the performance overhead of
the correction in our case because 𝑘 ≪ 𝑛. The additional memory
footprint overhead will also be low as the size of the parameters is
usually much larger than the size of the pre-computed inverse.

Unfortunately, the Woodbury formula [113], cannot be trivially
applied, because our generator matrix is not a square matrix. In-
spired by the effectiveness of random generator matrices [22], we
pad the generator matrix with random numbers to obtain a square
matrix while preserving its invertibility. This technique asymp-
totically reduces the overhead of error correction. We observed a
similar error-correction coverage with and without this optimiza-
tion, and a 2.7x reduction of the average correction overhead in Fig. 7.
Limitations: Like most coding techniques, SC does not support
targeted changes in values that result in the checksums not being
violated. However, the probability of this occurring due to natural
faults is very low. Also, very large-granularity memory failures
of a bank, chip, rank or channel are not protected. However, such
failures are more likely to arise due to permanent faults rather than
transient faults [15]. We have also implemented this technique for
quantized networks, but in those cases because of the smaller field
of values, random generator matrices do not give full 𝑘 error cor-
rection capability. An alternative is to use standard RS codes[105]
or choose a higher value for 𝑘 . Depending on the system setup,
the correction due to SC may take more time than reloading safely
stored parameters, in which case the correction part of SC does not
help. Moreover, in applications where latency is not a constraint,
reloading the values from storage, or scrubbing may suffice.
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Finally, while there may be differences between the fault patterns
we have used and those of newer technologies, the differences are
likely to be small as SC relies on the locality of errors in a limited
number ofmemory pages. The correspondence ofmemory rows and
pages will likely remain in newer DRAM generations, and hence
the fault patterns will be similar. We have also evaluated against a
Bit Error Rate (BER) model without specific failure assumptions.

7 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we classify the fault-tolerance techniques proposed
for CNNs, into four categories as follows. (1) High overhead tech-
niques despite their strong correction capability incur high latency,
memory or performance overhead making them unsuitable in set-
tings where the net cost matters. (2) limited multi-bit protection
techniques do not address the large-granularity memory errors
discussed in Section 2. (3) Training or retraining required techniques
incur high costs, and (4) Hardware-/Model-Dependent ones are diffi-
cult to adapt for existing systems.
1. High overhead: TMR is used for error detection and recov-
ery, but incurs high costs[111]. Ali et al. [11] use redundancy for
convolutions, but they incur high execution overheads.

Zhao et al. [117] adapt ABFT for CNNs with multiple levels of
checksums. Their technique relies on reloading model parameters
for multiple parameter errors. However, this would incur high la-
tency overheads, and would not be desirable for real-time operation.
MILR[86] exploits the invertibility of DNN operations to recover
the weights using the stored checkpoints of inference values. Con-
sequently, the detection is not performed in real time. but only
when the checkpoint inputs are run.
2. Limited Multi-bit protection: Mahmoud et al. [69] selectively
protect only some of the kernels from computational faults. Other
work selectively protects only parts of the network [10, 24, 65]. Un-
fortunately, selective protection does not provide strong protection
against multi-bit faults. Qin et al. [87] propose a similar approach
to RADAR as well as a slightly more robust weight representation.
The robustness benefits of their representation are orthogonal to
our approach. In range restriction techniques [23, 43, 80] the range
of activation values is checked. When a fault is detected, the suspi-
cious activation values are set to either zero [43, 80] or the profiled
bound [23, 80]. However, these approaches scale only up to a few
bits of multi-bit errors (Section 5.2.4).

Researchers have used algorithm-based checksums for detec-
tion [38, 55, 81]. However, they do not consider recovery. Recent
work [55] focuses on optimizing the overhead of Algorithm Based
Error Detection (ABED) by considering the memory and compute-
bound operations. However, they do not address error correction,
and limit the scope of errors to computation errors. Dos et al. [30]
analyze the efficiency of ABFT for GPUs, but DRAM errors are out
of their studied scope. Other work has addressed the problem of
multi-bit faults in the stored parameters of the deep neural net-
works in memory, but they target the detection of these faults and
do not provide any error correction [32, 41, 64, 66, 69, 72, 81].
3. Training or Retraining required: Training/Retraining the net-
work has several disadvantages, such as (1) the training dataset
might not be available, (2) it requires significant computational
resources, and (3) the outcome is not guaranteed to provide the

same accuracy. There are many approaches for protecting DNNs
that require training/retraining [17, 36, 40, 78, 82, 93, 94], and hence
share these disadvantages. Lee and Yang [57] fixed the limitation of
Guan et al. [36], which is the need for retraining, but their approach
can still cause an accuracy degradation and does not recover from
more than two bits of error in a codeword.
4. Hardware-/Model-Dependent: Many researchers have pro-
posed hardware modifications for fault detection and correction,
which typically incur high development costs. For example, Gold-
stein et al. [35] proposed a new hardware design for multiplication
and addition units for tolerating computation faults. However, they
do not target memory faults.

For emerging memories used in CNN applications, Nguyen et
al. [76] propose intra-block remapping for the parameters to prevent
large accuracy degradation due to stuck-at faults. Similarly, Rios et
al. [91] proposed a resilient in-memory computing architecture for
CNNs. Unlike our technique, these techniques require hardware
modification, thereby leading to high system costs.

Sullivan et al. [103] propose a hardware ECC technique to mit-
igate multi-bit DRAM errors in GPUs. Similarly, Kim et al. [53]
propose Bamboo, a technique to inform ECC design by the DRAM
errors observed. However, these approaches are not customized on
a per-application basis, and hence incur high memory overhead.

Many papers have proposed to use coding to protect parameters
of DNNs [45, 89, 109]. For binary neural networks, parity can be
used for making classifications robust [89], however it is not com-
patible with other neural networks at software-level. Upadhyaya et
al. [109] use analog codes to protect analog weights of hardware-
implemented neural networks. Huang et al. [45] propose coding
for hardware CNNs with their parameters stored in non-volatile
memories. However, these are specific to the target hardware.

8 CONCLUSION
Multi-bit DRAM memory soft errors spanning multiple words
(i.e., large-granularity faults) can have significant reliability conse-
quences for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). We propose
SC, an automated software scheme to protect CNNs from large-
granularity memory faults. SC is implemented as an automated
transformation for PyTorch. We evaluate SC on six CNN classifiers,
and find that it (1) incurs low performance and memory overheads,
(2) reduces the Silent Data Corruption (SDC) rate by over three or-
ders of magnitude compared to unprotected CNNs, (3) outperforms
existing state-of-the-art software-based techniques in performance,
energy and memory overheads, and coverage, and (4) incurs a lower
energy overhead than most hardware-based Chipkill schemes.
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

ARTIFACT DOI
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6463989

ARTIFACT IDENTIFICATION
Hereby, we present the software artifacts associated with the sub-
mission to Supercomputing 2023, Structural Coding: A Low-Cost
Scheme to Protect CNNs from Large-Granularity Memory Faults. That
includes the open source implementation of the method as well as
its evaluation.

These artifacts help the reader to reproduce the functional results
accurately. However, the performance results may vary in their
scales depending on the deployment platform without changing
the big picture of the comparison between the different techniques.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF EXPERIMENTS
1 DESCRIPTION
1.1 Check-list (artifact meta information)

• Algorithm: Structural Coding.
• Program: Python code.
• Binary: Docker/singularity image.
• Data set: ImageNet, Google Speech Commands, Mozafari et al., and
our fault injection runs.

• Run-time environment: Slurm, Ubuntu.
• Hardware:Cedar cluster on Compute Canada (now called Alliance),
PC.

• Run-time state: Run-time overhead controlled variables
• Output: Memory footprint overhead, run-time overhead, Silent
Data Corruption (SDC) rates.

• Experiment workflow: Git clone, configure directory, run a script.
• Experiment customization: Yes, can be applied to convolutional
neural networks.

• Publicly available?: Yes.

1.2 How software can be obtained
The source code is available at github:

https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding
The main components of the source code are described in Table 1.

2 EXPERIMENT WORKFLOW
The results are obtained through two steps. In the first step, we
run the experiments and log the measurements. We expect that
to take 240 CPU days. If this become problematic on Chameleon,
they can skip to the latter step and the authors are able to provide
a dataset containing the fault injection experiment raw data. In the
second step we aggregate those logs and write the digested results.
The rest of the instructions here assume that you are working on
an Ubuntu 20.04 machine with SSH access to a slurm cluster and
with docker and singularity installed.

Create a directory on the cluster and specify its SCP address in
the following script (addresses to files are relative to the repository
root):
/build_singularity.sh

Source[:Line] Description
sc.py Coding technique implementation
linearcode/fault.py Memory fault model
injection.py:712 Protected convolution layer
injection.py:810 Protected linear layer
linearcode/map.py Top-level fault injection script
linearcode/analyze.py Result aggregation
linearcode/*_overhead.py Overhead measurements
DDR3/*.xlsx DRAM energy models

Table 1: Source code components

Run the script. This script will create a singularity image from
the docker image and copies it to the cluster. It will also copy the
batch job submission script. Then you need to go to the specified
directory in the cluster and run the following command to spawn
the fault injection experiments:
sbatch script.sh

It will take 2̃40 CPU days to run the experiments. Once the
experiments are done bring the results from the results folder back
to your local machine. Create two directories named home and data
along the results and run the following command to aggregate the
results:
docker run -v home/:/root/ \
-v results/:/code/linearcode/results/ \
-v data/:/code/thesis/data/ \
--env SHARD=ad dsn2022paper165/sc \
./pseudo_slurm_reduce.sh 12

The digest results will be written to the data directory. To run
and aggregate the overhead results on your local machine run the
following command:
./ad_overhead.sh

Again, the digest results will be written to the data directory.
The SDC rate files have two columns, first one showing the SDC
rate and the second showing confidence intervals. The name of the
files are indicative of the model and fault model.

3 EVALUATION AND EXPECTED RESULT
The randomness in the SDC rate results is controlled via a fixed
seed. So you will observer the same SDC rates as in the graphs. The
results for each combination of fault model and protection will be
in the data folder.

The memory footprint overhead results are deterministic and
you will observe the same results as in the paper. However, the time
overhead results may vary based on the configuration of your local
machine. You will be able to confirm the overall order between
the average of results for RADAR, MILR, and SC regarding the
run-time.

4 EXPERIMENT CUSTOMIZATION
Applying structural coding on a typical CNN with near zero effort:
# linearcode/autonomy.py
from torchvision.models import resnet50

https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding
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from linearcode.protection import apply_sc_automatically

model = resnet50(pretrained=True)
print(model)

model = apply_sc_automatically(model, n=256, k=32)
print(model)

5 NOTES
5.1 Run-time overhead controlled variables
We try to minimize the variability of the time measurements by
doing the following:

• Closing all other applications.
• Flushing the disk cache.
• Running the inference 10 times.

5.2 Energy overhead models
The DRAM energy consumption values in linearcode/analyze.py
come from Micron energy models that can be found under the
DDR3 for each neural network.

AUTHOR-CREATED OR MODIFIED
ARTIFACTS:
Artifact 1
Persistent ID: https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/

structural-coding
Artifact name: Source Code
Citation of artifact: Ali Asgari. (2023).

DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding: Arti-
facts Functional (Version sc2023functional). Zenodo.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6463989

Artifact 2
Persistent ID: https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/

structural-coding/releases/download/
sc2022functional/datasets.zip

Artifact name: Datasets
Citation of artifact: Ali Asgari. (2023).

DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding: Arti-
facts Functional (Version sc2023functional). Zenodo.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6463989

Reproduction of the artifact with container: The
artifact is also available as a docker container at
https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/dsn2022paper165/sc.
The usage is explained in the artifact description.

ARTIFACT DEPENDENCIES REQUIREMENTS
5.3 Experiment Hardware
For the fault injection experiments we used Cedar high perfor-
mance computing cluster. We submit fault injections as batch jobs
allocating a single core and 16GB of memory.We limit the execution
time of the jobs to 18 hours. The cluster uses slurm to orchestrate
the jobs. More details about Cedar can be found in the following
link: https://docs.alliancecan.ca/wiki/Cedar

For the overhead measurements we used a Desktop PC. The
relevant details of this machine is reported in Table 2.

Aspect Specification
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4930K CPU @ 3.40GHz

Memory size 16 GB
Memory bandwidth 6400 MiB/s (128 MiB array benchmark)
Disk bandwidth 167.33 MiB/s (502 MB benchmark)
Disk read latency 5.41 milliseconds (iostat -x)
Operating system Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS

Table 2: Desktop PC hardware details

Python Dependency Version
torchvision 0.10.1
matplotlib 3.5.1
python-papi 5.5.1.5
galois 0.0.24
Table 3: Python dependencies

5.4 Required Hardware
Fault injection experiment code requires a single core of CPU and
16 GB of memory. Performance measurements require a CPU with
performance counters for floating point and DRAM operations.

5.5 Software Requirements
The experiments need Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS or a similar operating
system. If you choose to run the our docker image, you will not
need to set up the software dependencies and Docker itself will be
a requirement. Otherwise, the experiments require Python version
3 and the packages as listed in Table 3.

The workflow of the experiments as described, require a Slurm
cluster. For the purpose of Artifact Evaluation, the reviewer should
reserve and spawn 64 (recommended) single core machines from
Chameleon cloud ( 240 CPU days in total are required) with 16 GB
memory and a shared file system. Then, they should set up a Slurm
cluster on the spawned nodes. From there, their workflow will be
the same as what we did to conduct our experiments as described
earlier.

5.6 Datasets
We have chosen the datasets so as they cover multiple media for-
mats, are widely used in the research community, and are easily
accessible.

All the dataset inputs used for evaluation are con-
tained in the docker image. They are also avail-
able at https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/structural-
coding/releases/download/sc2023functional/datasets.zip . All the
datasets are from public sources available for download.

ARTIFACT INSTALLATION DEPLOYMENT
PROCESS
6 INSTALLATION AND SMALL SCALE DEMO
Please note that lines that are starting with a $ are showing the
commands to enter. Those that did not fit within one line are ex-
tended to the next line with backslash. The rest show the expected

https://docs.alliancecan.ca/wiki/Cedar
https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding/releases/download/sc2023functional/datasets.zip
https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/structural-coding/releases/download/sc2023functional/datasets.zip
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output that you need to compare the accuracy or correct with the
ones reported here.

6.1 Running Demo via Docker
Running the resnet50 network without protection with no fault:

$ docker run \
--env CONSTRAINTS="{'dataset': 'imagenet', 'model': 'resnet50', \

'sampler': 'tiny', 'flips': 0, 'protection': 'none'}" \
--env PRINT_STAT=1 dsn2022paper165/sc python map.py

Downloading: "https://download.pytorch.org/models/resnet50-19c8e357.pth"
to /root/.cache/torch/hub/checkpoints/resnet50-19c8e357.pth

100.0%
Done with batch 0 after injection
{'injection': 0, 'model': 'resnet50',
'quantization': False, 'sampler': 'tiny', 'dataset': 'imagenet',
'flips': 0, 'protection': 'none'}
accuracy 0.75 correct 12 all 16
loss 0.060732901096343994

Running the resnet50 network without protection with ‘row‘
fault model:

$ docker run \
--env CONSTRAINTS="{'dataset': 'imagenet', 'model': 'resnet50', \

'sampler': 'tiny', 'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'none'}" \
--env PRINT_STAT=1 dsn2022paper165/sc python map.py

Downloading: "https://download.pytorch.org/models/resnet50-19c8e357.pth"
to /root/.cache/torch/hub/checkpoints/resnet50-19c8e357.pth

100.0%
Done with batch 0 after injection
{'injection': 0, 'model': 'resnet50',
'quantization': False, 'sampler': 'tiny', 'dataset': 'imagenet',
'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'none'}
Injecting 1193 faults at granularity 16
accuracy 0.0 correct 0 all 16
loss 4708924.5

Running the resnet50 network with ‘sc‘ (Structural Coding) protec-
tion with ‘row‘ fault model:

$ docker run \
--env CONSTRAINTS="{'dataset': 'imagenet', 'model': 'resnet50', \

'sampler': 'tiny', 'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'sc'}" \
--env PRINT_STAT=1 dsn2022paper165/sc python map.py

Downloading: "https://download.pytorch.org/models/resnet50-19c8e357.pth"
to /root/.cache/torch/hub/checkpoints/resnet50-19c8e357.pth

100.0%
Done with batch 0 after injection
{'injection': 0, 'model': 'resnet50',
'quantization': False, 'sampler': 'tiny', 'dataset': 'imagenet',
'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'sc'}
Injecting 1193 faults at granularity 16
accuracy 0.75 correct 12 all 16
loss 0.061373598873615265

Running the resnet50 network with ‘milr‘ (MILR) protection with
‘row‘ fault model:

$ docker run \
--env CONSTRAINTS="{'dataset': 'imagenet', 'model': 'resnet50', \

'sampler': 'tiny', 'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'milr'}" \
--env PRINT_STAT=1 dsn2022paper165/sc python map.py

Downloading: "https://download.pytorch.org/models/resnet50-19c8e357.pth"
to /root/.cache/torch/hub/checkpoints/resnet50-19c8e357.pth

100.0%

Done with batch 0 after injection
{'injection': 0, 'model': 'resnet50',
'quantization': False, 'sampler': 'tiny', 'dataset': 'imagenet',
'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'milr'}
Injecting 1193 faults at granularity 16
accuracy 0.75 correct 12 all 16
loss 0.06021653115749359

6.2 Run using Python virtual environment
Assuming ubuntu linux, create a virtual environment and activate
it:
python3.8 -m venv venv
source venv/bin/activate
pip install --upgrade pip

Within the root directory of the code, install the project require-
ments:
pip install -r requirements.txt

Set the PYTHONPATH environment variable:
export PYTHONPATH=`pwd`

Navigate to the experiment subdirectory:
cd linearcode

You can run the example experiment commands:
$ export CONSTRAINTS="{'dataset': 'imagenet', 'model': 'resnet50', \
'sampler': 'tiny', 'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'milr'}"
$ export PRINT_STAT=1; python map.py
{'injection': 0, 'model': 'resnet50',
'quantization': False, 'sampler': 'tiny', 'dataset': 'imagenet',
'flips': 'row', 'protection': 'milr'}

Injecting 1193 faults at granularity 16
Done with batch 0 after injection
accuracy 0.75 correct 12 all 16
loss 0.06021653115749359

OTHER NOTES
The authors are still trying to validate the described experiment
workflow on Chameleon cloud and the described commands may
need minor changes. If the fault injection experiments turn out to
take a lot of time due to low availability of resources, the authors
are able to publish a dataset containing the fault injection raw data
and the reviewers can reproduce the results from that dataset.
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